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WELCOME

BALAMARA DAYS

We welcome Matthew, Aarav, Levi, Ryan, Niva and Isabella to Balamara Preschool.
We are very excited to have them and their families with us as we embark on a journey of
learning and discovery throughout the year.

Many of our children have been establishing connections and building relationships with each other.
They are showing more interest in playing with each other and growing in their capacity to work
cooperatively, engaging in structured games and involving rules in their play. This presents an
opportunity to raise awareness and develop their competence by understanding the perspectives of
others and rights and responsibilities within groups.

Experiencing positive relationships in this environment builds on children’s social competence and
the ability to interact with others with care, empathy and respect.



OUR PROGRAM

Ready…Munch, Move, Groove!
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Balamara participated in the Healthy Eating Challenge under the
program Munch and Move. In the last few months, the children
engaged in a range of experiences. The educators utilised the
children’s interest in colours to begin the exploration on healthy
eating. We looked at different seasonal fruits and used them as an
inspiration for our artworks and using them in our cooking
experiences. Children were given a range of mediums to continue
engaging in the nutrition such as books, puzzles and music. The songs
“Rainbow of Colours” and “Banana Boogie” were only few songs the
children enjoyed dancing to. Part of embedding healthy eating is to
also create opportunities for children to support their physical
development.

Dancing is a great way for children to have fun and stay active. To
reinforce the development of physical skills, a program design
based on Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) scaffolded children’s
movement patterns. Games such as Hopscotch and Soccer required
children to learn specific movement pattern of hopping, balancing,
kicking and side sliding. Each week the children were given the
opportunity to engage in FMS, their movement patterns improved
and their enthusiasm for active movement increased as they are
learning more skills and abilities. Essential to children’s learning of
healthy eating is their understanding of sustainability. The
educators invited children to add edible plants in our garden bed
while also taking proactive role in composting our scrap food.
Through the sustainability program, the children are learning the
source of their food, how their food can be broken down and
turned into a natural fertilizer. In composting, children are learning
how healthy food can be both beneficial to their healthy and to the
environment.
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Harmony Week
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Building Family Connections

Harmony week is an excellent opportunity for children to learn and appreciate diversity within our
community. By celebrating different cultures, we foster an environment where everybody feels valued
and respected. This is crucial to create a sense of belonging for all.
Encouraging children to hear and appreciate different perspectives supports cultural awareness,
helping children gain a wider perspective for the world that surrounds them.

Extending on our Harmony Week celebration, we enjoyed beautiful family photographs and learning
more about the diversity that is present at Balamara Preschool. Nurturing the important relationship
that exist between children and families is fundamental to supporting sense of belonging to thrive in a
learning environment.

At Balamara Preschool, Harmony Week was celebrated by involving the families to share an item of
importance to their family so we could learn a little bit more about each other. We were thrilled with
everything that was shared during this special time. From great nana’s scarf to colorful cultural
costumes and from artworks to photos and everything in between, we all had the opportunity to learn
and grow. Thank you to everyone for sharing your enthusiasm in supporting this initiative.
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Holi Celebration

Easter Celebration

Holi, also known as the Festival of Colours, is a vibrant and joyous celebration that is traditionally
celebrated by Hindus around the world. This festival is typically held in the springtime and is a time for
people to come together to celebrate the triumph of good over evil. During Holi, people throw
brightly coloured powder and water at each other, sing and dance, and enjoy festive foods. For
children at Balamara, Holi was celebrated by tapping into their exploration of colour through the food
that they eat. The educators provided experiences that enabled children to learn natural ways to
extract colours.

This year, our Educator Sue has set up a space for children to
explore Easter by presenting children a range of provocations
that enables them to incorporate different types of
symbolisms that represents Easter. Through this engagement
of Easter, the children were able to represent their ideas in
mark making and in their dramatic play. Sue and Anna
explored the religious story of Easter, increasing children’s
understanding on how Easter is celebrated across different
cultures. We also enjoyed many fun activities that Easter
brings such as egg and spoon races, Easter stories and Easter
egg hunt.

Our Educator Priyanka invited children to participate in a sensory experience of extracting a
pigments from a beetroot and turmeric to make a sea of handprints on a large mural. Then our
Educator Neha brought in Gulal or coloured powders which came from crushed dried flowers. The
scent from the powders and the vibrant colours was an awakening experience for our senses which
invited fun and excitement as children were supported on their appreciation on the beauty of
cultures all around the world. Holi festival also an opportunity to encourage creativity, self-
expression, and empathy towards others.
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Family Visit- Liana and Farzaneh’s Nowruz

Nowruz is a festival celebrating Iranian/Persian New Year and the arrival of spring in the Northern
Hemisphere. Leading this celebration, Balamara Preschool was delighted to have Farzaneh who is
Liana’s mum to share their tradition when celebrating Nowruz. On the table, Frazaneh and Liana
prepared all the symbolic items displayed at Nowruz. Farzaneh explained to the children the
different meaning to all the items on the table. The children learnt about ‘haft-sin’, seven
symbolic items displayed at Nowruz, and their meanings:

• Sabzeh ( –(سبزه sprouts/grass – the symbol of rebirth and growth
• Samanu ( –(سمنو wheat germ sweet pudding – the symbol of power and strength
• Senjed ( –(سنجد oleaster – the symbol of love
• Sekkeh – the symbol of wealth and prosperity
• Seeb ( –(سیب apple – the symbol of beauty
• Seer ( –(سیر garlic – the symbol of health and medicine
• Somagh ( –(سماق sumac – the symbol of sunrise
• Tokhm-e Morg Rangi- eggs- symbol of fertility

The children explored the items by using all their senses. Some children enjoyed tasting while
others were happy to smell and observe. Liana assisted her mum by presenting all the items for
her peers to explore. Liana also showed the poster that says “Happy Nowruz” written in Persian
characters.
Reciting a poem is another tradition that Farzaneh shared with us. She read us a short poem from
their special book which she said they usually do when they are celebrating Nowruz.
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A big celebration for two of our special children at preschool. Sam shared delicious treats for
his friends at Balamara as he turned 4 years old while our Service Director Anna received a
wonderful birthday surprise from all the teachers and children. We also extend our birthday
greeting to Samarth who also turned 4 years old.

On the 4th of April, parents attended the Parents Information Night where educators were able to
share information about the early childhood sector in relation to the seven Quality areas of the
National Quality Framework. The information supported family’s understanding on their role as
collaborators with educators in upholding the preschool’s vision of delivering a quality education
and care for all the children. At the end of the presentation, the families shared their feedback and
input which becomes integral in reviewing our Quality Improvement Plan.

Birthday Celebrations

Parent Information Night
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Artwork by:  George, Liana, Mila, Thejeya and Eunseo

Hatch and Grow is a program that was enjoyed immensely by all. Laura came to deliver the eggs
and helped us set up the incubator. The program was an opportunity for children to experience
learning about life cycles and caring for living things. It was special for children experiencing for the
first time seeing ducklings hatch out the egg and seeing them grow each day. It provided an
enriching incursion program as everyone was enthusiastic learning more about ducks.

An Intro-duck-tion To Life



8DID YOU KNOW?

Small changes to our routine that we could incorporate as parents to achieve positive 
eating behaviours;

• Be creative, make it fun and interactive
• Offer an alternative, but of equivalent nutrition
• Mix and combine options
• Use favourite ingredients
• Involve your child in activities outside of eating, like setting up the table, 

grocery shopping, planting herbs and vegetables.
• Switch it up, for example – swap white bread for wholemeal sourdough, high 

sodium cheeses to yellow or white cheese, white rice to basmati or brown, 
store bought sauces and marinades to home made, sweetened yogurt to 
natural fresh fruit yogurts, store bought jams (40% fruit only) to home made 
puree fruit spreads

A 'traffic light' system can be a great aid for packing your child's lunchbox.

Things your child can have every day can be stored in a GREEN container - low-fat milk
drinks, wholegrain breads, cereals, fruits, veggies and lean meats.

In a YELLOW container go things that your child can have sometimes - baked snack
biscuits, full fat milk drinks, processed and cured meats.

Finally, a RED container can be for occasional treats - lollies, cakes, deep-fried foods.

Traffic lights give simple guidance for you and your child about always, sometimes and
occasional foods- and help kids to make informed choices about what goes in their
lunchbox.

Healthy Eating
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